Week ending: 26.11.2021
Classes
FCQ

Name
Yukino

Reason
For super nativity rehearsal.
For wonderful speaking about how we all have different homes.

FCC

Jigsaw
Learner
Max
Henry

Leo

1GC

Cru

Freddie

Henry has had such a fantastic week this week. He has worked incredibly hard
and produced lots of pleasing work both with adults and when working
independently. Brilliant job Henry!
Leo has been a super Jigsaw friend this week. We were talking about what
makes our home special to us. Leo told us that his little brother Alex is what
makes his home special.
For making such a fantastic start to Coddington. You have settled in so well to
Year one and you are trying hard with your learning.
For always being such a super friend – you are kind and thoughtful. Freddie
brought in lots of spare boxes this week in case his friends forgot. He was really
pleased when his boxes got used.
For his super Maths work this week (recognising and understanding coins) and
his amazing dinosaur world! Bennie even helped his friends with their extra
dinosaur pictures.

1AW

Bennie

2HC

Orla
Austen

For being a very caring and friendly person to everyone in our class.
For a wonderful attitude towards learning. Austen always listens carefully and
tries his best. He has made such a great effort to improve his handwriting,
especially in RWI.

Ellie

Ellie always keeps an eye out for her friends to check that they are happy.

2MA

3SH

Bertie

Bertie always gives 100% in whatever he does. He always puts his hand up to
give answers and make valuable contributions to class discussions. He is
definitely a role model for the class, well done Bertie!

Jack

Jack showed a really good understanding and a sensitive approach to how he
could stand up for someone else and be a good friend.
Harley’s presentation, and his handwriting in particular, has really improved
over the past week. He is starting to take more pride in his work and it is lovely
to see. Well done Harley!

Harley

Lexi

3RM

Hattie

Lexi is always extremely kind and thoughtful to other children in the class. She is
also extremely kind to the adults in the classroom and is often on hand to help
them with little jobs that need doing. Keep it up, Lexi!
Miss Bollington commented this week on how Hattie’s attitude to learning has
massively improved. She is always working hard and has produced some
excellent work – Well done Hattie!

Lewis and
Ruby

Lewis and Ruby did a brilliant job of showing ways we could overcome conflicts.
They did this through drama in front of the whole class and really helped the
other children understand different strategies to overcome arguments. Well
done Lewis and Ruby

Burt

Burt has had a super attitude to learning this week. He has worked really hard
on his tests and has stayed focused, completing all the papers.

Amelia BV

Amelia has thrown herself into our topic with enthusiasm and created her very
own Anglo-Saxon shield, sword and brooch independently. Well done for taking
the initiative and working hard at home!

Jigsaw friend
Grace S

Gracie is always thoughtful and kind to others; she is always ready to help in an
unobtrusive way and assists without making any fuss. Thank you Gracie from all
the class!

Amelia

I have been encouraging Amelia to be more independent in her learning and this
week she has really shown me what she can do. Keep it up Amelia-well done!

Jigsaw Friend
Jude

For improving his confidence, contributing to Jigsaw sessions, offering
thoughtful and useful discussion ideas-well done!

5DP

Valencia

6SE

Sam

Valencia’s resilience in maths has created a smile on my face ear to ear! We’ve
been challenged with some super tricky multiplication methods over the past
week and Valencia has persevered and blossomed in confidence. I could not be
prouder! Keep it up, Valencia! You are a super star learner.
Sam has been working really hard on comprehension and is making sure he uses
the text to find his answers. I have been impressed with his improved pace in
both reading and writing.

4LP

4NM

5NW

6WW

Chloe

Chloe is an always child. She always works hard but always includes others
when working and playing.

Hollie

Hollie has worked really hard on her maths this week, particularly her long
division and we are very impressed with her determination. Well done, Hollie

Connor and
Jamie
Lunch time
stars this
week

Our Jigsaw friends this week are Jamie and Connor for making some very
mature contributions to our discussions this week.
They are from 6SE this week
Thank you to
Lexie, Andalib, Emilia, Kate, Harry H, Caitlin
Joseph P, Eleanor, Chloe

